The suprachiasmatic nuclei (SCN) control daily oscillations in physiology and behavior. The gate-oscillator model captures function heterogeneity in SCN and has been successful in reproducing many features of SCN. This paper investigates the mechanism of phase organization in the gate-oscillator model and finds that only stable fixed points of the phase transition function are essential to phase organization. Extending the model with a dead zone of the phase transition function and the propagation delay of the gate signal which represents the spatial structure of SCN, the author discusses how the experimentally reported phase distribution, including phase splitting of 2 animals in LL condition, and fixed phase difference between neurons of SCN could be understood in the framework of the gate-oscillator model. The extended model provides two mechanisms for phase splitting and gives a testable prediction that the two clusters of neurons of the phase splitting animal differ in their inherent periods.
Introduction
The mammalian circadian pacemaker is located in the suprachiasmatic nuclei (SCN) of the anterior hypothalamus 1, 2 . The molecular mechanism for sustained oscillation of clock genes and their protein products are being identified 3, 4 . It's now known that the clock genes produce ~24 hr oscillations in individual cells through interlocked transcription-translation feedback loops. However, how individual cells are organized to create a robust and adaptive rhythmic output and control behavioral and physiological rhythms are less well understood 5 . For example, there is evidence which suggests that SCN is composed of two coupled equivalent, but functionally distinct oscillators termed "morning" and "evening" oscillators, although the mechanism and location of them are controversial [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] . It is now well established that SCN is composed of multiple heterogeneous neuron populations that differ in their peptidergic phenotype, responsiveness to light, pattern of gene expression, electronical activity phase and their function 11 .
Classically, SCN is subdivided into a dorsalmedial shell and a ventrolateral core 12, 13 . The core of SCN comprises cells that are non-rhythmic or weakly rhythmic in relevant clock genes expression 14, 15 or their firing rate 16 but receive direct photo inputs 17 . Destruction of these cells leads to arrhythmic behavior. Moreover, the shell SCN becomes arrhythmic because of lacking synchrony 18, 19 . These findings have motivated Antle et al to propose
the gate and oscillator model 20, 21 , in which the gate cells (core SCN neurons) send resetting signals, which make the shell neurons' phase more compact, to the oscillator cells (shell SCN). The gate is activated if the output of oscillator cells exceeds some threshold. The gate and oscillator model differs from other mathematical models of SCN by representing the functional heterogeneity in SCN while it neither requires nor excludes global or local coupling between oscillator cells which is the subject of other models.
The gate and oscillator model has been successful in explaining not only the coupling between the rhythmic and non-rhythmic cells in SCN that is essential to the coherent circadian tissue output, but also in explaining the light entrainment and phase-response curve 5 . It is impressive that such a simple model could account for the complex behavior of SCN in many aspects 22 . Moreover, a strong support for this model is the presence of anti-phase neurons within the shell SCN 6, 19, 23, 24 , which is difficult to explain by coupling only 25 . 
Model and method
The model consists of N=2000 oscillator cells and one gate. The gate is activated by strong enough output of the oscillators, i.e., if the overall output of oscillator cells is above a predefined threshold. The activated gate then sends resetting signals to oscillator cells. Each oscillator cell receives the signal either instantly or after a specified delay time. Once receiving the resetting signal, the oscillator cell responds to the signal by changing its phase according to the so-called phase resetting function.
Single oscillator cells
The single oscillator cell evolves according to the following equations which are the same as in 
*cos
The phase of each oscillator is considered to be its current θ value.
The network of oscillator cells
There The overall output of oscillator cells is the mean of the current output of single oscillators:
The Gate and the phase resetting function
The gate could send out the resetting signal if the overall output of the oscillator cells exceeds certain threshold and at the same time, a latent period has expired. The gate threshold is set to 0.1 all through the paper. The gate latency is 20 hr as in the original model, in other words, the gate will be silent for 20 hr after activation even if the overall output of oscillator cells exceeds the threshold.
The resetting signal, once reaching an oscillator cell, could reset its phase according to the so-called phase resetting function. In the original model, the phase resetting function is a linear function whose ability of resetting is characterized by its slope 21 . The effect of phase resetting could also be represented by the phase transition function which is adopted in this paper. The phase transition function considered in this paper is plotted in Fig.   1 , which consists of four line segments. The interval from 0 to θ 0 is the so called dead zone; θ 0 =0 means that the phase resetting function has no dead zone. θ 1 and θ 2 are the first and last quartiles of the interval from θ 0 to 2π, respectively. The maximal phase change is h that occurs at θ 1 or θ 2 . The parameter h indicates the phase resetting capability of the phase transition function. The value of h is set to 4 hr unless specifically assigned. If θ 0 =0, i.e., there is no dead zone, the phase transition function intersects the x-axis at two points: 2π (0) and θ u , the latter one being the midpoint of θ 1 and θ2. These two points are fixed point of the phase transition function, the former one stable and the latter unstable. If θ 0 ≠0, the fixed points of the phase transition function are infinity, among which three points are special. One is θ 0 , another is θ u , the third one is 2π (0). Among these fixed points, the first and the last one are stable.
The simulation
The ordinary differential equations of 2000 oscillators are integrated via the Euler forward scheme with a time step of 0.5h. The phase of each oscillator just before and after resetting, overall phase distribution are analyzed in particular.
Results

The case of no dead zone
As stated previously, a phase transition function that has no dead zone gives rise to two fixed points, one is 0 (2π), the other is θ u =π. By a simple stability analysis, one can get the conclusion that θ u is unstable while 0 (2π) is stable. The stability property has significant influence on the overall phase distribution. (Fig. 3 red) . In the case of a weak gate, the phase distribution is much wider, but the phase difference between two randomly chosen unorganized oscillators is not limited in a small range (Fig. 3 blue) . Experimental results suggest that although the overall phase distribution is wide 19, 24 , the phase difference between individual neurons is conserved 19 . Therefore, it is hard to explain those experimental results within such a simple gate-oscillator model.
Moreover, the period of the overall output, which is indicated by the intersection point of the red and blue line in the phase-period plot, deviates considerably from the mean of individual oscillators.
Effects of the dead zone
If the phase transition function features a dead zone, there are three special fixed points of the phase transition function, 2π (0), θ 0 and θ u . By a simple stability analysis, one comes to the conclusion that the first two are stable and the last one is unstable. The introduction of an extra stable fixed point changes the overall phase distribution from unimodal to bimodal form, which is exemplified in Fig. 4 with θ 0 =6 hr (left) and θ 0 =10 hr (right). The parameter h is set to its default value 4 hr in both cases in Fig. 4 . Another feature worth mentioning is suggested by comparing Fig. 4 with the case in Fig. 3 left column, where the parameter h is also 4 hr. In the left column of Fig. 3 , there are about 40% oscillators that are unorganized. While by introducing a dead zone, this portion is largely diminished. This is not so surprising if one realizes that only stable fixed points are essential to organize the oscillators' phase. By introducing a dead zone, an extra stable fixed point comes into being.
Effects of signal delay
Since the mPer1 and mPer2 gene expression in shell SCN follows specific spatial-temporal pattern 19, 28 , and the phase reset effect induced by light is carried out by activating mPer1 and mPer2, the author tries to model this topographical complexity of SCN by the propagation delay of the resetting signal. It is convenient to include signal delay in the gate-oscillator scheme while it is not very easy to do so in a model that relies on local or global coupling only. The two clusters in the overall distribution in Fig. 6 appear to having same number of oscillators and having the same structure. However, it is not the necessary result if delay_max is longer than the dead zone of the phase transition function. In such a case the two clusters are not well separated because their distance is not longer than their sizes. Fig. 7 shows such a case where the dead zone is 7 hr while delay_max is 10 hr.
Discussion
The gate-oscillator model suggests that if a daily resetting signal is working, SCN could sustain rhythmicity in the DD condition and be entrained by LD cycle 20, 21 . A detailed investigation into the mechanism of phase organization hr and delay_max is 10 hr.
